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.A_bstract_ 

A few of the problems in the design of an ultra-low emittance damping 
ring were considered. Once the goals of low emittance and fast damping 
times BIG achcived in the linear lattice design, there remain the serious 
problem of the nonlinear beam dynamics. Low emittance lattices usually 
have small dynamic aperture due to the particularly strong sextupoles ne- 
cessitated by the small average disperion function. The dynamic aperture 
solution is to abandon the conventional interleaved scxtupole scheme and to 
place sextupoles in pairs IRO degrees apart in bet&on phase with no other 
wxtupoles in between. The deleterious effect of the sertupole thickness can 
be partially rorrrrtcd by octupolar fields. 

Linear Lattice 
ThP ring is made of twelw arc sections and twelve straight sections for 

wigglers. 

The large bending radius and short FODO crlls in the arcs fulfill the rc- 
quirrmrnt that they produce little quantum excitation in the beam. At the 
same time, a large circumference will allow the damping of meny bunches 
at R timr, thus decreasing the effective damping time. 

The optimization of the phase advance per cell depends on whether the 
dynamic aperture or the ernittance contribution of the arcs is to be com- 
promised. For the best possible dynamic aperture, the sextupoles, which 
arc needed to rorrrrt the rhromaticity, arc inserted in the lattice in pairs 
minus unit matrix apart in hoth planes (scr section on sextupolr arrangr- 
mcnts). In this arrangement., the thin-lens sextupoles are invisible to the 
lattice (no ahrrrations to any order), but the rhoice of phase advance per 
cell is rrstrirted to 180(2n+l)/m degrers where n,m are integers [I]. This 
is a strong restriction, as thr compensat.ion disappears quickly when the 
value of the phase advance departs from the optimal value. In any case, 
the most space rffirirnt phase advance per cell is 90 degrees in both planes 
where a srxtupole can be inserted every two cells (m=2). 

If the compensation of the sextupoles geometrical aberrations is sec- 
ondary in importance to the cmittanw, the optimal phase advance per cell 
is around 145 degrees for the horizontal plane. Thrw is no restriction on 
the value of phase advance in the vertical planr. At this stage one can 
reduce the effect of the sextupoles’ geometrir aberrations by inserting one 
near each appropriate qu~d~uI~~lr b~rauw the st,rengths of the intlividnal 
sextupoles arr minimized. In practice, the high chromaticit.y per crll which 
makes thr qrxtupole strengths large induce* one lo chww a rrll with a 
smallrr horizonlnl 1111av advance and rhrnruatiritv. Thr rlnittancr- does 
not vary much in the neighbourhood below the optimal value of phase ad- 
Vt%“CP per cell. 

An emittanre of about 3x10-” nl-rad at 4 C:rV for the FODCI cell was 
obtainrd with a cell length of 7.2 m. An extra factor offifteen in emittance 
reduction is obtained by the strong damping of the wigglers 
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Figure 1: Machine functions for one half of a snpcrprriod. The wiggler is 
represented as a series of small boxes 011 the right hand side. 

Table 1: Main parameters of ring 

Energy (GeV) 4 
Circumference (m) 2229. 
Emittance at 4 GeV (m-red) 2.5x10-” 
Horizontal damping time at 4 GeV (msec) 13.5 
Horizontal and vertical tunes 61.54/62.84 
Number of superperiods 12 
Energy loss per turn at 4GeV (MeV) 4.4 
Energy spread at 4GeV (%) .09 
Momentum compaction factor .00029 

Table 2: Arc parameters. 

Number of FODO ceiis~ 
Length of each cell (m) 
Number of bending magnets 
Length of bending magnet (m) 
Bending radius (m) 
Bending field (kc) 
Total number of quadrupoles in arc 
Total number of matching qnadropoles 
Length of arc quadrupole (m) 
Strength of arc quedrupole (nlr2) 
Field gradient in BIG quadrupole (kG/rm) 
Number of focusing sextupoles (SF) 
Number of defocusing sextupoles (SD) 
Length of sextupolr (m) 
Integrated strength of srxt. (SF/SD)(m-‘) 
Second derivative of field in scxt (kC,‘cm’) 

192 
7.2 
432 
2.5 

152.8 
0.87 
420 
72 
0.3 

11.34 
f1.78 

96 
192 
.3 

-8.218.0 
f1.36 

Wigglers 
The high fields of the wigglers (the hybrid Samarium-Cobalt type is 

assumed) provide almost all ofthc damping io the ring Recar~sr the wiggler 
generates its own dispersion function, the wiggler puiod must be short to 
ensure a small enough quantum excitation though it may greater than that 
of the arcs. 

The wiggler field is modeled ac a Cinr hlnction with the maximrun on- 
axis field related to the gap between the poles and the period length The 
vertical focusing of each uigglpr pole iT lakr%n into wcmlnt in th<, marhin~ 
function matching. 

The ernitt,anw writtrn in thr following way and c,rhilGts ths, wigglrr and 
the arcs contributions (see ref. [2]): 

E[III - rad] = 3 84~10-~~,’ 
u’iP-3ds)a,c, + uw3d4wiggl.r, 

Ur-~~4,,,, + uP-2d*),;sg,<,, 
(1) 

where the quantum excitation term 31 is the one found in refewnrc [3] by 
Sends and the p’s arc the bending radii. 

From table 4 , the wiggler damping term is thirty times that of the arcs, 
while thr quantum excitation terms we about equal. 

The alternative to using wigglers for dampingis to use high field bending 
magnets in the arcs which forces the magnet to be short enough to prevent 
the dispersion from growing. The result is many extremely short cells and a 
smeller circumference, basically determined by the maxinwm magnetic field 
arhrivable by iron. Eventually one runs out of room for the quadrupoles 
which must become stronger at the sanw time to keep up with the phase 
advance per cell. 

Table 3: Wiggler parameters. 
____- -- 

Total length 360. 1x1 
Number I2 
Maximum field for 4 GeV operation 10.7 kG 
Minimum bending radius 12.5 111 

Wiggler period 120.0 mm 

Full gap width 25.6 mm 

This reasrarrh was performed at SSRL which is operate<1 11~ thr Depart- 
ment of Energy, Office of Basic I?nergy Sciences, Division of C’hemical Sci- 
ences. That Office’s Division of Materials Sciences has provided support 
for this research. 
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Table 4: Emittance-related quantities in cqu. (1). 
7-- 

arc quantum rxcitatlon term (me’) 5.6x10-7 
arc damping term (m2) 3.11x10-2 
wiggler quantum excitation term (rre2) 7.4x10-7 
wiggler damping term (mm’) 1.2x100 
emittance w/o wigglers at 4GeV (m-rad) 3.4x10-” 
emittance w/ wigglers at 4GeV (m-tad) 2.5x10-” 
rmittance w/o arc et 4GeV (m-red) 1.5x10-” 

Sextupole Configrxrations and Dynamic Aperture 

Tracking __- 
‘I‘hq stsbilitv of the tranwrse particle motion in the dampinn rina is . - 

simulatrd by numerically tracking the trsjcctory through many turns of 
thr ring. A pnrtirlr’s motion is considcwd unstable when its amplitude 
rpachcs ~nc m~trr within five hundred turns. Though this number of turns 
represents only one third of a damping time coustant, the dynamic aper- 
tures for the different situations ran br rompar~d on au P~UHI footing. The 
tracking program used was PATPET[4], a combination tracking and orbit 
program dwived from PATRlC’IA[5] and PETROS[6]. 

Two Families Interleaved: If <PxtupoIP% ~TP plarrrl at ~v~rv 
quadrupole then their strr,lgths RTC at a minimum. This approach wits 
the first our unrd, with the rrsult that the dynamic apertuw is wry small 
(XC fig. 2). The twm “intrrleawd” wfers to any sext~~pole arrangement 
that is not self-comprnssting to all orders. In this case the term applies to 
the alternation of positive and negative sextupoles. That the interleaved 
wxtupoles scheme has a wry small dynamic aperture relative to the other 
nrrangements is very striking in view of thr fact that the strengths of the 
individual scxtupoles in the largest dynamic aperture in figure 2 are et least 
twice as much as those in thr intrrleeved arrangement. Sextupoles configu- 
rations that cancel secoud order geometrical aberrations was examined for 
dynamic aperture improvement. This WRS done by using m”rc than two 
families of xxtupoles (in special caws, two families ale sufficient) but it 
did not improve t,he dynamic aperture. These efforts are to be included in 
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Figure 2: Dynamic apertuw of the error-frrc low emittance ring with 
various arranKPment,s of sext,up”lrs. SW figure 3 for a diagram of thP 
thin-srxtupoles-sandwiching-quadrupolcs arranucment. 

Two Families Non-interleaved: If sextupoles BIG placed exactly -_____ 
minus identity matrix apart, OI 180 degrees apart in phase if the beta func- 
tions are equal at the sextupoles, thrn there is no lasting nonlinear kick, and 
the dynamic aperturr is in principle infinite. Of course quedrupolc strength 
error “1 B deviation in particle energy will make the phase advance between 
sextupoles not exactly 180 degrees and the dynamic aperture will be finite. 
In other words, the self-romprnsation is sensitive to the phase advance bP- 
tween thin-lens scxtupoles. For instance, when a gaussian-distlibutrd rrla- 
tive strength PIIO~ of standard deviation of ,270 was put in the qnadrupoles, 
thr dyuamir RCCP~~R~CP d~crcascd from practically infinity to 3x10-’ m-rsd 
in the horizontal plane and to 1~10.~ m-rad in the wrtical plane. 

In reality, the sextupoles are thick magnets which can be modeled as a 
series of thin-lrns sextupoles srparntrd by drift spaces. Since this is a form 
of intrrlewing there will be some degree of dynamic aperture reduction. 
The cases where the srxtupole WCIC split in two and in four gave similar 
dynamic acceptances of about 1.5~10~~ m-red in both planes. 

A comment should be made on the invariant ellipse in between the 
sextupole kirks. Suppose a 25 mm by 2 mrad “ellipse” of particles in 
the horizontal plane (near dynamic aperture) is injected at the start of in 
error-free superperiod. Then the maximum kick given by the SF’s is 5 mrad, 
which is much greater than 2 mrad, the maximum slope of the unperturbed 
ellipse at the SF’s positions. Thus the ellipse is greatly deformed in between 
sextupoles kicks, but is m”rc “I less restored outside of the sex&pole self- 
compensation unit. 

Aberrations due to Sextupole Length 
Consider the trajectory through two 90 degree FODO cells with thick 

sextupoles at both ends for srlf-comprnsRtion. Thpsr two rrllc can hr IP- 
garded as an independent hpamlinr whose ubrrrntinns BE to bc reduced 
lordly. The two ~11s associated with thr focusing wxtupole SF, say, ran 
b? diagrammrd as follows: 

,.. -. ---.. ._ 180 c]rgrres - -----_I 

SF-QF-SF-B-D-QD-D-B-D-QF-D-B-D-QD-D-B-SF-QF-SF 
I---one 90 deg. cell--l/--one 90 deg. cell--l 

Figurr 3: S?xtup”lP plarrment within two FODO rrlls 

whew D is a drift space thr san~e length a~ the, w~xtupr~lvc ‘The cvlls corn- 
taining the d&rusing sntupolcS are adjacent and arc rrluivnlrut Notic*, 
that two sextupoles inctcad of NIP i? placrd next trv the rnd ~t~radr~~plr~+ 
This is done to obtain R GtnplC~ aurl sytnnwirir anaiyGc :~I~cI fr>r citll]>lirit) 
no space is provided b&wren the quadrupol? and srxtupol~. This arrange- 
ment is thought to be close enough to the perfect compensation scheme that 
the separation of the two scxtupoles near one quadrupole may be considered 
as tl perturbation. Separating the sextupolcs in this way unnecessarily de- 
creases the dynamic sperture, but this consrrvatiw symmrtric arrangement 
allows an easier observation of the nonlinearitics emerging from near-perfect 
compensation. 

The trajectory at any element ran be written in terms of the coordinates 
at the beginning of the beamline, i.e. the entrance of the first sextupole. 
The calculation of the trajectory through a quadrupole is simplified to that 
through a thin-lens quadrupole with drift spaces an each side of appropriate 
length. Presumably, this approximation does not greatly modify the general 
form of the sextupole abaxration. The trajectory through the sextupole is 
calculated by sectioning the magnet into a series of thin-lens sextupoles 
separated by drift spaces. The approximation improves when the number 
of thin-lenses increases. 

A program using the REDUCE [8] lg b a c raic manipulation language 
available on the SLAC VM ~8s written which expresses in analytical form 
the aberration due to the length or scpartxtion of the srxtupoles. The 
number of pieces into which the sextupole was split can be entered as a 
parameter. 

The expressions for the transverse coordinates z. Y’, y and y’ at the exit 
of the last sextupole is a huge polynomial in various powers of all the input 
quantities, in particular. the initial coordinates at the first sextupole. Only 
terms of order three or lower in the initial coordinates arr extracted from 
the program. To make the analysis more convenient, the initial and final 
coordinates arc linearly transformed to the middle ofthr closest quadrupolr. 
Since the transformations are linear, no abrrration information is lost. 

Below is part of the result for the simplest CRSC, when the thick sextupolr 
is treated as one thin-lens sextupolr crntrwd in the original scxtupole’s 
position in the beamline. The full expression correct to third order in 
ro,r&,yo and yb are very long and cannot be published hrrp due to lack of 
space. Therefore we set yo = yb = 0. In the following expressions, M is the 
integrated strength of each srxtupole, Ls is the length of the sextupole, LQ 
is the length of the quadrupole and L,c is the length of the cdl: 

345 
s 7 I'" * z;;r; 

( 
;,tf2(Ls t LQ)" ~+ 8i ?If2\Ls + Lq)4 

c 
- 

-- &f"!Ls + 1,&l)5 t ggM2(T-S + &)R 
c 'C 1 

+ 7; 
( 
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) 

(2) 
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c c ) 

(3) 

Note that without the srxtupoles, the final coordinates are just minus 
thr initial coordinates. Ewh final coordinate has two non-linear terms in 
20 and rb. Splitting the scxtupoles in more pieces yields the same terms 
hut with more complicated polynomials in the quadrupolc length (LQ) and 
the sextupolc length (Ls). 

Using present design values (Lcc7.2 m, &=.3 rn, Ls=.4 m, the space 
ht-twem the srxtupolrs and their neighboring magnptq is taken up by the 
sextupoles) the quantity (CS+LQ)/LC, approximately the separation of 
the srxtupoles in units of the cell length, turns out to be B small value, 
0.095, which is regarded as a prrturbative quantity. The value used for the 
SF integrated strength is about -8 rr-’ The final coordinates are then, 
with Li’ T *Lc: 

t = ma-0 - (3.6x10-‘n~Z)s~ (+3) -t (3.4x10-4m-2) (r#)3 (4) 

and 

(a@) I ~ (dJ3) -. (3.9x10zm-*)~~ f (3.6x10-‘rr,-~)ro(r~~)~, (5) 

The strong “left-over” nonlint-ar perturbation term -3 9x10’ ra in equ. 
(5) will exceed the linear coordinate (r$) when x,, equals about .05 m. 
Roughly, the dvnamic aperture will be of that order of magnitude. Our 
goal is to somehow eliminate these third order term. 

Octupole effect: An ortupolc prodores a nonlinear kick propor- 
tional toxd degree polynomial in thr position coordinates: 

AZ’ = iO(r3 -- 3w2) (6) 

and 

Ay’ = fTO(y’ --. 31’~) (7) 

whprp 0 iq thr integrated octupolar field st,rength. Since the effect of thr 
octopolr length is fourth order in coordinates, one ran treat the octupolcs 
as thin lenws If ident.ical octopolrs of strength 0 were superposed on the 
fields of th? QF’s it the extremities of thr beamline as in figure 4 (they 
ront,rihntP additit,ivrly due to the polarity of the ortupolar fields, see ref. 
[I]) thrn their rontribut,ions to the aberrations we: 

sect = 0 and z;,~. = %Ozg 

This octupolp rontrihution canrvl only one of the third order sextupole 
terms, albeit thr strongest one (in equ. (5)), as the other two have two 
extra powers of (L.7 t LQ)jL,, which is a small quantity. To second order 
in that factor, thr wquired value of the octopole is 

5 (Lc t "Q) 
0 - --3Xz(L, t LQ)(l 71--L-ic---). (8) 

Thr same rraults hold for correcting the aberration< of SD in the vertical 
plane. A more ~on~plicat~rl srhrule c-an be, pursurd with rxtr;r ortupolnr 
fields rznterr>d at, thr, otllf~r qua<lrup<?l*+ withill thi, twl 1:OllO ,.~,llq :LS 
qhnwn in fijiurv 1 Thaw can lb 111;dr to C.?ll(.,.l t I,* i~tllr~l fhilil ,,r,l, 1 1‘1,111 
in the horizontal plaur. 

SF-(QFjO)-SF-B-D-(QDi02)-D-R-D-(QF/O3) 
-D-B-D-(QD/O4)-D-B-SF-(QF/O)-SF 

Figure 4: Octupolr placement in compensat,ed FODO cell Octupolar fields 
would he “rhaped” out” the qwadrupole Illa@lC't poles. 

Space does not prrrnit me to mention the terms involving go and $,, 
except for the fart that the largest term among these cancel when the 

largest horizontal aberration term is cancelled. Obviously, terms of higher 
order in (Lq+Ls)/Lc canuot all h e cancelled, but they could he selectevily 
minimized by optimizing the strengths of the 02, 03 and 04 octupolrs. 

Tracking Results 
Tracking was done using the smgle octupolr correction of the sextu- 

pole third order aberration. OctuDoles of integrated strength -94 me3 were 
placed in the center of the quadrupoles that are sandwiched between sex- 
tupoles. Because the SF’s and the SD’s me powered almost equally (there 
art twice as many SD’s as SF’s), the strength of the ortupolrs required on 
the QD’s and the octupoles required on the QF’s me the same. The sign 
of the octupolcs strength must he negative for both. 

The inclusion of octupoles causes R definite increase in the dynamic 
aperture of 20 or 50% along both planes, as shown in figure 5. Also, the 
dynamic aperture worsens for larger octupole strengths, more or less veri- 
fying that the calculated octopole strength was optimal. 
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Figure 5: Dynamic aperture wit.h ortupoles corrwtinK thr r&t of the 
separation of srxtupoles sandwiching quadrnpolrs minuc unit matrix apart. 

Conclusion 
A ring with very low emittanre was demonstrated to have a surprisingly 

large dynamic aperture. The use of the basic non-interleaved sextupole 
scheme proved to he a great improvement over the interleaved sextupole 
dynamic aperlure. Some further correction was achirvrd using octupoles 
to cancel third order terms. 

An analysis of the natural wiggler multipok component effect on the 
dynamic aperture should hr conducted now that a large starting dynawic 
aperture is achieved. 

Further optimization such as that of the cell length in order to decreesr 
the cmittance in “exchange” for some deterioration of the dynamic aperture 
may be considered after all the nonlinear beam dynamic studies have been 
rompletcd. 
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